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Abstract—We categorize this research in terms of its contribution to both graph theory and computer vision. From the theoretical
perspective, this study can be considered as the first attempt to formulate the idea of mining maximal frequent subgraphs in the
challenging domain of messy visual data, and as a conceptual extension to the unsupervised learning of graph matching. We define a
soft attributed pattern (SAP) to represent the common subgraph pattern among a set of attributed relational graphs (ARGs),
considering both their structure and attributes. Regarding the differences between ARGs with fuzzy attributes and conventional labeled
graphs, we propose a new mining strategy that directly extracts the SAP with the maximal graph size without applying node
enumeration. Given an initial graph template and a number of ARGs, we develop an unsupervised method to modify the graph template
into the maximal-size SAP. From a practical perspective, this research develops a general platform for learning the category model (i.e.,
the SAP) from cluttered visual data (i.e., the ARGs) without labeling “what is where,” thereby opening the possibility for a series of
applications in the era of big visual data. Experiments demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed method on RGB/RGB-D
images and videos.
Index Terms—Graph mining, graph matching, big visual data, attributed relational graphs, ubiquitous learning
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INTRODUCTION

the current era of big data, is it still necessary to label a
set of object samples for each category and train category
models individually? In this section, we address this question by identifying our research in terms of both graph
matching and graph mining, and introduce its contributions
to ubiquitous learning from big visual data.
N

1.1 Views of Graph Matching & Task Introduction
In the field of computer vision, attributed relational graphs
(ARGs) are widely used. As shown in Fig. 1, ARGs can represent either scenes or objects, using the local and pairwise
attributes to describe parts features and the spatial relationship between the parts, respectively. The goal attributed
graph matching is to estimate node correspondences
between two ARGs based on the similarity of local and pairwise attributes, e.g. mapping a small ARG template of an
object to a large ARG of an image.
In the general case,1 the graph matching of ARGs is typically formulated as a quadratic assignment problem (QAP),
which requires global optimization.
Recently, a number of approaches for “learning graph
matching” have been proposed. These train models or
matching parameters, and their superior performance in
1. Unlike ARGs in [1], local attributes in ARGs may not, in general,
be sufficiently distinguished to independently provide matching correspondences or matching candidates between ARGs without global
optimization.
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terms of improving matching accuracy has been demonstrated. Indeed, the concept of learning graph matching has
been extended. Generally speaking, we can categorize these
approaches as supervised methods [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] and
unsupervised methods [5], [7]. Unsupervised methods do
not require the matching correspondences of target objects
in the ARGs to be manually labeled for training, whereas
supervised methods require such labeling. In this study, we
focus on unsupervised approaches, which are analogous to
automatic category modeling using big visual data.
In this paper, we propose a new concept of learning
graph matching that focuses on the discovery of missing2
graph parts (nodes) of the common subgraph pattern. As
shown in Fig. 2, given a graph template and a number of
ARGs, our method simultaneously 1) discovers missing
parts of the template, 2) eliminates redundant parts, and
3) adjusts its attributes in an unsupervised manner, so as
to grow the initial template into the common subgraph
pattern among these ARGs, and achieve good matching
performance. In other words, this technique provides a
general solution to recovering full-size graphical patterns
from object fragments, as shown in Fig. 3. Obviously, this
is orthogonal to conventional unsupervised approaches
that learn attribute weights [5] and refine template structures [7], [8].

1.2 Views of Graph Mining & the Proposed Method
From another perspective, the proposed method mines
maximal-size3 subgraph patterns, which is one of the core
branches of graph mining. Many related techniques have
2. The discovery of missing parts is the key to growing the current
fragmentary subgraph pattern to the maximal size. The nodes in different ARGs, which correspond to the missing parts, should have similar
unary and pairwise attributes, so as to maintain the fuzziness of the
subgraph pattern.
3. The word “maximal” indicates that the target subgraph pattern
should be grown until the graph size of the pattern reaches a
maximum.
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Fig. 1. If we represent an image using an ARG, the subgraph pattern (with
attribute variations) corresponds to the model of the common objects.

been extensively investigated and developed, including
maximal frequent subgraph (MFS) extraction and maximal
clique mining.
However, the mining of maximal subgraph patterns
encounters a bottleneck in the strict constraints of the target
graphs. Pioneering studies have mainly considered “labeled
graphs” (those that have distinct node labels or edge labels)
and graphs with a list of pre-determined potential node correspondence candidates. Such graphs are usually generated
from tabular data and have distinguishing structures.
By contrast, when we extend this topic to the messy visual
data collected from real-world situations, both the definition
of the subgraph pattern and the mining method become
much more challenging. As shown in Fig. 2, people use
“fuzzier1” ARGs with varied attributes to model scenes/
objects with great intra-category variations. Without distinguishing structures or node/edge labels, conventional judgments of a graph isomorphism between the pattern and these
target subgraphs can no longer be applied to such ARGs.
Alternatively, we redefine the subgraph pattern as a “soft”
attributed pattern (SAP), which 1) uses the graph matching
technique to compute the correspondences between the

Fig. 2. Overview from the perspective of graph theory. We define and
extract the soft attributed pattern (SAP) from ARGs, and maximize the
size of the SAP. This study overcomes a key challenge in graph mining,
as we formulate the idea of mining maximal-size common subgraphs in
the challenging graph domain of ARGs. This method also extends the
concept of unsupervised learning for graph matching. Given an initial
graph template and a set of large ARGs, we simultaneously discover the
missing nodes, delete redundant nodes, and train attributes, so as to
obtain a graphical model with good matching performance.

Fig. 3. Structure modification from different graph templates (object fragments) to SAPs (fuzziness t ¼ 0:4).

pattern and the target subgraphs embedded in the ARGs,
and 2) uses a threshold to limit its attribute differences from
the target subgraphs, thereby maintaining the pattern’s significance. Consequently, the mining process is to extract the
SAP with the maximal graph size among the ARGs.

1.2.1 Chicken-and-Egg Problem
Conventional approaches oriented to labeled graphs mainly
use node enumeration (or node search) strategies to
discover new nodes for the pattern. However, these
approaches are all hampered4 in the graph domain of
ARGs. Therefore, in this paper, we design a new mining
methodology that directly discovers new pattern nodes
from ARGs without any node enumeration.
Node discovery from ARGs is a chicken-and-egg problem. The two interdependent terms are: 1) the estimation of
the unary and pairwise attributes related to the new node,
and 2) the determination of the new node’s matching assignments to different ARGs. The conventional idea is that we
should first discover the target nodes hidden in different
ARGs that share similar unary and pairwise attributes. Then,
we can set the new pattern node to represent this attribute
pattern. However, the node correspondences between the
target subgraphs in different ARGs can only be computed by
graph matching between the SAP and ARGs, which requires
the prior knowledge of the attributes of the new node. In fact,
these two terms are reflected in the definition of the SAP (i.e.,
in Definitions 2a, 2b), which will be explained later.
In this paper, we demonstrate that when we use the
typical squared differences to define the dissimilarity
between the SAP and its target subgraphs, we can obtain
an approximate closed-form expression of node attributes
w.r.t. node matching assignments. This enables us to
simultaneously determine the attributes and matches of
the new pattern node.
1.3 General Platform for Model Mining from Big
Visual Data
As shown in Fig. 4, we consider this study to describe a
method of “model mining from big visual data,” rather
4. The conventional strategy of node enumeration cannot ensure the
algorithm’s stability, because without distinct node labels, the enumerated nodes in each specific ARG may have heavily biased attributes.
Moreover, owing to the existence of the dummy matching choice (“”),
we cannot limit the node enumeration within any single ARG to reduce
the computational load.
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Fig. 4. Overview from the perspective of applicability. We propose a platform for model learning and sample labeling using big visual data, which
has a wide range of potential applications.

than the conventional “model training.” When faced with
big visual data, the main bottleneck is the difficulty of
model learning from ubiquitous images. If it is necessary to
manually prepare a set of training images for each category,
the considerable cost of human labeling may hamper the
ultimate goal of building an all-embracing base to provide
an object-level visual knowledge. Therefore, an efficient
way of mining category models from ubiquitous images
without labeling “what is where” would be valuable.
However, messy visual data collected from complex realworld situations or the internet involves almost all the typical challenges in computer vision. Target objects are usually
small and randomly located in cluttered scenes, with considerable intra-category variations in texture, pose, rotation,
and scale.
Therefore, we propose this graph-mining method as a
general platform for learning from ubiquitous visual data.
Visual data, such as RGB and RGB-D images, 3D point
clouds, and video frames, can all be represented by ARGs;
thus, objects in the target category within these images correspond to the common subgraphs embedded in the ARGs.
The intra-category variations can be formulated as attribute
variations, and the maximal-size SAP can be considered as
the category model. In this case, the mining of the maximalsize SAP can be regarded as an elegant way of discovering
common objects from unlabeled visual data.
In addition to mining category models, our method also
simultaneously detects object parts. Such part-level object
detection can be regarded as the automatic labeling of training samples in ubiquitous images, and is thereby able to
guide the training of many visual tasks, such as object recognition, tracking, and segmentation. For example, based
on this method, we can use part-level labeling to learn the
knowledge for single-view 3D reconstruction from informally collected RGB-D images, as reported in [9].

1.4 Contributions
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows. First, we redefine the concept of unsupervised
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learning for graph matching in order to idealize the spirit of
training graphical structures. To the best of our knowledge,
this study is the first attempt to encode the discovery of
missing parts into the learning of graph matching. Second,
in terms of graph mining, this research extends the mining
of maximal-size subgraph patterns to challenging visual
data. We demonstrate the existence of a direct solution to
graph mining that does not require computationally intensive node enumeration. Both the pattern definition and mining strategy for visual data are totally different from
pioneering approaches. Third, the proposed technique can
be understood as a platform for model learning from big
visual data, which automatically labels common objects in
ubiquitous images. This can be used to guide many
extended visual tasks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The following section discusses some related work. Section 3
defines the target problem of this research, and Section 4
presents the detailed algorithm. In Section 5, we describe
the design and results of experiments to evaluate the
algorithm. Finally, the overall study is summarized in
Section 6.
A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [10].

2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Views of Graph Matching
Given a graph template and a number of ARGs, conventional algorithms for learning graph matching [3], [4], [5],
[6] mainly train the matching parameters, and Cho
et al. [2] proposed to learn a model for matching. Most of
these are supervised methods that require the target subgraphs in ARGs to be labeled for training. Leordeanu
et al. [5] proposed the first unsupervised method that did
not require such manual labeling. In [7], the structural
refinement was considered as part of the unsupervised
learning for graph matching. A similar idea was utilized
to mine spatial patterns from ARGs [11]. Cho and Lee [8]
matched two ARGs and simultaneously learned the node
linkage of the two matched subgraphs, which can also be
regarded as structural refinement. Essentially, structural
refinement deletes “bad” nodes from the graph template,
rather than recovering the prototype graphical patterns.
Therefore, to perfect the learning of a graph structure, we
encode the challenging task, i.e., the discovery of missing
parts from large ARGs, into our definition of learning
graph matching.
2.2 Views of Graph Mining
In the field of graph mining (reviewed in [12]), the concept of mining maximal subgraph patterns has been
realized by MFS extraction [13] and maximal clique mining [14], [15]. As shown in Fig. 2(bottom), MFS extraction [1], [13], [16] is based on graph isomorphisms, and
usually requires 1) the distinguishing (topological) structure of the subgraph pattern, and 2) pre-defined distinct
node/edge labels or potential inter-graph node correspondences determined by local consistency. Thus, node
enumeration is used to mine the MFS. The distinct graph
structure and labels are used to prune the enumeration
range, thereby avoiding possible NP-hard computation.
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TABLE 1
Simultaneous Modeling of All Typical Challenges Using
Attributed Graph Mining
Challenges

Modeled as

Small-size objects are
unaligned in large
images.

Automatic object detection in
large images is modeled as a
graph-matching problem.

Intra-category
texture variations
Intra-category
rotation variations
Deformable
structure of objects
Illumination changes
Scale variations

Local features of object parts are
modeled as unary attributes.
Scale-independent or rotationindependent measurements of the
spatial relationship between each
pair of parts are modeled as pairwise
attributes. These intra-category
variations can be modeled as the
attribute variations.

Similarly, maximal clique mining [14], [15], [17], [18]
mainly extracts a dense graph clique to maintain geometric consistency during matching. Some studies [19], [20]
were proposed to formulate the softness of the clique pattern. However, for the task of mining from fuzzy visual
data collected from real-world situations, clique mining
methods did not provide a solid way to ensure robustness
to attribute variations and still required distinguishing
local features to pre-determine local matching correspondence candidates among the graphs.
In contrast, fuzzily defined ARGs usually have neither
distinguishing structures nor distinct node labels. In many
applications, nodes are connected in a uniform style. The
ARGs may even contain only pairwise attributes without
local attributes. Thus, we require a new mining strategy
(without node enumeration) to deal with the ARGs. Considering the fuzzy condition,1 the matching between ARGs can
only be solved by global optimization. Thus, we redefine
the common subgraph pattern as the SAP based on the
attributes’ consistency, rather than a graph isomorphism
w.r.t. the structure and labels.
Furthermore, if we do not strictly limit our discussions
to graph theory, [21], [22] can be considered as pioneering works that discovered common structural patterns
within images by estimating common graph structures.
In [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], common objects were
extracted from images based on techniques related to
maximal clique mining [14], [15]. However, these studies
were mainly designed with some data-driven techniques
oriented to their own applications. They thereby require
target objects to have little texture variations, thus
pre-determining a set of potential inter-image matching
correspondences using local features. In contrast, our
approach is formulated in the theory system of attributed
graph matching. Thus, it has a much wider range of
computer-vision applications, as shown in the four
experiments.

2.3 Views of Visual Mining from Big Data
The concept of visual mining is extensive. For example,
deep learning [29] has been applied to unsupervised feature
learning for image recognition and produced a clear
improvement in performance. However, in this research,
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we limit our discussion to the concept of “object-level”
visual mining, i.e., mining knowledge of small objects from
large and cluttered images.
Some pioneering studies, including those on object discovery [30] and co-segmentation [31], [32], [33], can be
thought of as a kind of object-level visual mining. However,
these have some pre-requisites for the target objects (mainly
based on texture information). It is difficult for them to
encode detailed structural knowledge. Thus, they are all
sensitive to texture variations. Our previous work [34], [35]
mined object patterns from 3D point clouds. [36], [37]
extracted object structural knowledge from unlabeled
images, which used relatively reliable structural information in RGB-D images to guide the model learning and
applied the learned model to ordinary RGB images. In contrast, in this paper, we focus on a more general case. We
define the problem of object-level visual mining and list its
challenges in Table 1. Our method can be regarded as a general solution to these challenges.

3

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Definition 1 (ARG). An ARG G is a three element tuple
G ¼ ðV; FV ; FV V Þ, where V is the node set. Undirected edges
connect each pair of nodes to form a complete graph. G
contains NP types of local attributes for each node and NQ
types of pairwise attributes for each edge. FV ¼ fF si js 2 V;
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NP g and FV V ¼ fF st
j js; t 2 V; s 6¼ t; j ¼ 1;
2; . . . ; NQ g denote the local and pairwise attribute sets,
respectively. Each attribute corresponds to a feature vector.
Actually, in this definition, the ARG is defined as a fully
connected graph, but it can be extended to encode knowledge of incomplete graphs with the form G ¼ ðV; E;
FV ; FE Þ. We can transform G to our fully connected ARG
by setting a pairwise attribute F st
j ¼ 1 if edge ðs; tÞ 2 E, and
0 otherwise.
Attributed Graph Matching. Given a set of ARGs GS ¼
fG0k jk ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Ng, G0k ¼ ðVk ; FVk ; FVk Vk Þ, the graph template G ¼ ðV; FV ; FV V Þ represents an attribute pattern
among the ARGs in GS. Note that G is not exactly embedded in any G0k . The matching between G and G0k aims to
compute a set of matching assignments between G and G0k ,
denoted by xk ¼ fxks js 2 V g. Each matching assignment
xks 2 Vk [ fg maps node s in G to either a node in G0k or a
dummy choice .  is used when some nodes in G do not
exist in G0k . The graph matching is formulated as a typical
QAP with the following energy function:

 X  k

E xk jG; G0k ¼
Ps xs jG; G0k þ
s2V

X



Qst xks ; xkt jG; G0k :

ðs;tÞ2V;s6¼t

(1)
Function Eðxk jG; G0k Þ indicates the total matching energy.
The functions Ps ðÞ and Qst ð; Þ denote matching penalties for local and pairwise attributes. Various graph
matching optimization techniques can solve the energy
minimization of Eðxk jG; G0k Þ, and we choose TRW-S [38].
In this study, matching penalties are defined using
squared differences,
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(2a)

xks 6¼ xkt 2 Vk
xks ¼ xkt 2 Vk
xks or xkt ¼ ;
(2b)

where P and Q are relatively large constant penalties for
matching to the dummy node  in the case of occlusions.
k  k is the Euclidean norm. We use infinite penalties to
avoid many-to-one matching assignments. wPi and wQ
j
denote the weights for local and pairwise attribute differences. We require the pairwise penalty to be symmetric, i.e.,
Qst ðxs ; xt jG; G0k Þ ¼ Qts ðxt ; xs jG; G0k Þ, and to be normalized5
by ðkV k  1Þ. Penalties P and Q and attribute weights
fwPi g and fwQ
j g can be manually set or automatically mined,
which will be introduced in Section 4.3.
Definition 2 (SAP). Given a set of ARGs GS ¼ fG0k jk ¼
1; 2; . . . ; Ng and a threshold t, a graph template
G ¼ ðV; FV ; FV V Þ is an SAP among the ARGs, iff
^k ¼ fxks js 2 V;
^xk ¼ arg minxk Eðxk jG; G0k Þ; we set x
k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Ng;
P
arg minFV ;FV V N
xk jG; G0k Þ;
(b) ðFV ; FV V Þ
k¼1 Eð^
k
(c) 8s 2 V , Es ðf^x gjG; GSÞ  t;
where Es ðf^xk gjG; GSÞ is defined as the average matching
penalty of node s in G among all the ARGs in GS.
(a)

Es ðf^xk gjG; GSÞ
"
#
N
X
 k

 k k

1X
0
0
Ps x^s jG; Gk þ
Qst x^s ; x^t jG; Gk :
¼
N k¼1
t2V;t6¼s
Maximal SAP. The definition of the SAP can be visualized in Fig. 5, and we introduce the physical meaning of
each item in Definition 2, as follows.
Condition (a) directly matches the SAP G to each ARG G0k
in GS to determine the SAP’s corresponding subgraphs
embedded in G0k .
Condition (b) trains the local and pairwise attributes of the
SAP G. G should represent the average attribute pattern
among all its corresponding subgraphs determined by Condition (a). In other words, the SAP’s attributes (FV ; FV V )
should minimize the total matching energy, given all the
matches between G and the ARGs in GS.
Condition (c) sets a threshold t to control the fuzziness of
G. We require each node s in the SAP to have a low average
matching penalty among all the matches to ensure that all
the SAP’s nodes represent the common parts in the ARGs.
With these preliminaries, our goal is to mine the SAP G with
maximal graph size kV k, i.e. the largest common subgraph
pattern among the ARGs.
5. Node insertion (or delete) will increase (or decrease) the overall
weights for pairwise attributes in both the graph matching (1) and the
xk gjG; GSÞ, causing an unstable performance. To precalculation of Es ðf^
vent such effects, we normalize Qst ðxs ; xt jG; G0k Þ.

Fig. 5. Visualization of the SAP in Definition 2. Colors in ARGs denote
different local and pairwise attributes. Note that in graph matching, we
use pairwise attributes (edge colors), rather than simply geometric distance between nodes (although such distances can be used as one of
the NQ types of pairwise attributes).

4

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

To extract a maximal SAP, the initial graph template G is
modified in the following expectation-maximization (EM)
framework. In each iteration, we use the current G to estimate the matching assignments in the ARGs in GS, f^
xk g,
k
and then use f^
x g to update the attribute sets of FV and
FV V of G. The new FV and FV V are finally used as feedback to modify the structure of G by (probably) discovering
a missing node from the ARGs, or deleting a redundant
one. Thus, the initial graph template G is iteratively modified to the maximal SAP (see Fig. 3).

4.1 Attribute Estimation
First, we use Definition 2a to obtain matching assignments
f^
xk g for the current G. Then, given f^
xk g, we can directly
solve Definition 2b by estimating G’s attributes as the arithmetic mean of the attributes of all corresponding subgraphs
in the ARGs, which minimizes the squared Euclidean disP
xk jG; G0k Þ:
tance in N
k¼1 Eð^
x^k

F si ¼ mean F i s ; F st
i ¼
k:dð^
xks Þ¼1

mean

k:dð^
xks Þdð^
xkt Þ¼1

x^k x^k

Fis t ;

(3)

where dðÞ indicates whether a node in G is matched to . If
x^ks ¼ , dð^
xks Þ is set to 0; otherwise 1.

4.2 Structure Modification
We grow the initial G into the maximal SAP using a greedy
strategy (see Fig. 6). In each iteration, we delete the
“worst” (not well matched to the ARGs) node from G, and
insert the “most probable” missing node. Both the insertion and elimination depend on the unified requirement
for the local matching quality in Definition 2c. The worst
xk gjG; GSÞ in G.
node is determined as s^ ¼ arg maxs2V Es ðf^
k
If Es^ðf^
x gj G; GSÞ > t, we delete s^ from G; otherwise, this
node is retained.
Actually, the core task of structure modification is to discover new nodes for the SAP. It requires us to determine
both the attributes related to the new pattern node and its
matching assignments to all the ARGs, which is a chickenand-egg problem, as analyzed in Section 1.2. Thus, we have
developed an efficient solution that simultaneously determines the attributes and matching assignments of the
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Fig. 7. Discovery of the missing node y in G. We have demonstrated a
direct solution to the determination of y’s matching assignments fxky g in
the N ARGs that minimize Ey ðfxknew gjGnew ; GSÞ, without requiring any
prior knowledge of y’s attributes. The ARGs are connected to each other
to construct a Markov random field that solves this problem.

Fig. 6. Algorithm flowchart.

missing node. Let y be the missing node of G, and let
ty
Fy ¼ fF yi j1  i  NP g and FfygV ¼ fF yt
j ; F j jt 2 V; 1  j 
NQ g denote the local and pairwise attribute sets related to y.
Consequently, in ARG G0k , the node matched by y can be
xk ¼ f^
xks js 2 V g). Thus, y’s matchdenoted by xky 2 Vk n ^xk (^
ing assignments in all the ARGs are denoted by
fxky jk ¼ 1; 2; ::; Ng.
We use Gnew ¼ ðV new ; FV new ; FV new V new Þ to denote the
dummy enlarged model after node insertion. We define the
notation for Gnew in the same way as that for G:
V new ¼ V [ fyg, FV new ¼ FV [ Fy , FV new V new ¼ FV V [ FfygV ,
xk [ fxky g. Thus, the local matching penalty of y is
xknew ¼ ^
transformed to
X
Ey ðfxknew gjGnew ; GSÞ ¼ Py þ
Q
t2V yt
XN
k
Py ¼
P ðx jGnew ; G0k Þ=N
k¼1 y y
XN
Q ðxk ; x^kt jGnew ; G0k Þ=N:
Qyt ¼
k¼1 yt y

XN

Fy ;FfygV

k¼1

Eðxknew jGnew ; G0k Þ

arg min Ey ðfxknew gjGnew ; GSÞ:

(4)

(5a)

(5b)

fxky g

These two equations correspond to Definitions 2a, 2b. We
should simultaneously estimate the matching assignments
(fxky g) and attributes (Fy ; FfygV ) of y that minimize the overall matching energy. Because the new node y should be well
matched to most of the ARGs, we tentatively ignore the possibility of matching y to , so as to simplify the calculation
(inaccuracy caused by this approximation can be corrected
in further iterations):
8k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N;

 
d xky ¼ 1:

(6)

Thus, as in (3), we use the arithmetic mean to minimize
the squared Euclidean distance in the matching energy,
as the solution to (5a). Considering dðxky Þ ¼ 1, attributes in
P
xky
Fy and FfygV can be represented as F yi ¼ N
k¼1 F i =N,
F yt
i ¼

xk x^k
meank:dð^xk Þ¼1 F i y t ,
t

and F ty
i ¼

x^k xk
meank:dð^xk Þ¼1 F i t y .
t

kau  av k2 , we demonstrate that (5b) can be transformed as
X




arg min Ey fxknew gjGnew ; GS ¼ arg min Py þ
Q
t2V yt
fxky g

¼ arg min
fxky g

X



Mkl xky ; xly
1k;lN

fxky g



;

NP


1 X
xk
xl
where Mkl xky ; xly ¼
wPi kF i y  F i y k2
2
2N i¼1
PNQ Q xky x^kt
xl x^l
X
 F i y t k2
i¼1 wi kF i
þ
:
P
t2V :dð^
xkt Þdð^
xlt Þ¼1
2kV kN j dð^
xjt Þ

(7)

The goal of node insertion is transformed to
arg min

We substitute F yi and F yt
into Py and Qyt in (4). ConsidPN
P
PN i
2
1
1
ering the identity
1u;vN
u¼1 kau  N
v¼1 av k ¼ 2N

Thus, the problem of (5b) is transformed to a QAP, which
can be directly solved using a Markov random field (MRF).
As shown in Fig. 7, the ARGs are connected to each other to
construct the MRF and determine y’s matching assignments
fxky g. In this study, we use TRW-S [38] to solve the energy
minimization of the MRF. We then compute y’s attributes Fy
and FfygV by substituting fxky g into (3). If Ey ðfxknew gj
Gnew ; GSÞ  t, we replace G by the enlarged graph template
Gnew .

4.3 Matching Parameter Estimation
In addition to graph mining, we also propose a method to
train matching parameters in G, including attribute weights
(i.e., fwPi g and fwQ
j g) and penalties for  (i.e.,P and Q ).
Under the maximum entropy principle, given the optimal
matching assignments ^
xk mapping G to G0k , we can formulate the probability of the matched subgraph as


1
(8)
P ð^
xk jW Þ ¼
exp  Eð^
xk jG; G0k Þ ;
Zk ðW Þ
where W ¼ fwPi ji ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NP g [ fwQ
i jj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NQ g,
P
and Zk ðW Þ ¼ xk exp½Eðxk jG; G0k Þ=kV k. To simply the calculation, we assume that good matches can only be found in
the neighborhood of the optimal one ^
xk , and approximate
Zk ðW Þ as
X X


exp  Eðxek jG; G0k Þ  ek k
Zk ðW Þ
ek k : (9)
s2V xk 2V
k
s

xs ¼xs ;8t6¼s;xt ¼^
xt
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Fig. 8. Notation for the ARGs based on line segments of object edges in RGB and RGB-D images [7]. Please see [7], [36] for more details of attribute
settings.

The objective of parameter estimation is to maximize the
probability of all the matches to the N ARGs,
arg max P ðf^xk gjW Þ; P ðf^
xk gjW Þ ¼

YN
k¼1

W

P ð^
xk jW Þ:

(10)

We use the steepest descent method to solve this equation,
xk gjW Þ. When W has been
i.e., W
W þ hrW log P ðf^
trained, we normalize it as W
W =kW k1 , which will not
affect the graph matching in (1). We can further estimate P
and Q as
þ þ aðQ
  Q
þ Þ;
P
Pþ þ aðP  Pþ Þ; Q
Q
xk jG; G0k Þ;
Pþ ¼ mean1kN;s2V Ps ð^
X s
þ ¼ mean1kN;s2V
Qst ð^
xk ; x^k jG; G0 Þ
Q
t2V;t6¼s



P ¼

s

t

k

(11)

mean1kN;s2V;xks 2Vk Ps ðxks jG; G0k Þ;

 ¼ mean
Q
1kN;s2V;xks 2Vk

X

t2V;t6¼s

Qst ðxks ; x^kt jG; G0k Þ;

þ denote the average unary and pairwise
where Pþ , Q
matching penalties in the optimal matches, respectively,
 correspond to the penalties for other matching
while P , Q
choices; a > 0 (we set a ¼ 0:5).

5

EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method is applicable in the field of computer vision, enabling the discovery of a general category model for image matching when the target objects
are randomly placed in large and cluttered scenes. In
particular, our technique satisfies the condition of relatively weak local attributes for matching. We use different experiments to evaluate the proposed method in
different visual tasks.
In Experiments 1 and 2, we test our method for mining
category models (i.e., maximal-size SAPs) from cluttered
RGB-D and RGB images, respectively. The category model
is constructed using object edge segments as graph nodes,
and thus performs well in detecting objects with clear edges.
Then, in Experiment 3, we extend the model-mining task to
more general images, i.e., those collected from the internet
by search engines. Therefore, we propose another ARG
model that takes scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)
feature points as graph nodes to describe objects in general
images. Finally, in Experiment 4, we further extend the

application to the learning of deformable object models
from videos.
We compare the proposed method with unsupervised
approaches that learn graph matching, although the discovery of missing nodes in the proposed method is orthogonal
to the conventional learning of attribute weights.

5.1 Experiment 1: Mining Edge-Based Models from
Cluttered RGB-D Images
5.1.1 Dataset
We use the category dataset of Kinect RGB-D images [36],
[37], [39], published as a standard RGB-D object dataset6 for
graph-matching-based model learning. This dataset was
applied in [36] and the competing method [7]. The seven
largest categories—notebook PC, drink box, basket, bucket,
sprayer, dustpan, and bicycle—in this dataset contain a sufficient number of RGB-D objects, and are chosen for training.
These images depict cluttered scenes containing objects
with different textures and rotations.
5.1.2 ARG-Based Category Models
As illustrated in Fig. 8, in our previous studies [7], [36], [37],
we designed ARGs to represent objects in RGB-D images.
The category model is mined as the SAP among these
ARGs. The ARGs are designed as follows. We first use an
edge extraction method [40] to extract object edges from
images, and then discretize continuous edges into line segments as the graph nodes. The technical details of edge segmentation were introduced in [36]. We connect each pair of
graph nodes to construct a complete graph. Two local features (NP ¼ 2) and three pairwise attributes (NQ ¼ 3) are
designed to describe local features and the spatial relationship between local parts in images.
The first unary attribute is the histogram of oriented gradients (HoG) feature [41] of two local patches collected at
the line segment terminals of node s, denoted by
B 7
F s1 ¼ ½$A
s ; $s  . The HoG features [41] are extracted using
6. This is one of the largest RGB-D object datasets, and fits the
requirements of learning graph matching.
7. Actually, this attribute is affected by the order of the two terminals, but there is no good way to pre-define this order without considering the terminal order of other nodes. Therefore, we slightly modify
the
xk
distance measurement of F s1 in Equation (2) from kF s1  F 1 s k2 to
minfkF s1  ½$A
; $B
k2 ; kF s1  ½$B
; $A
k2 g. The final terminal order of
xk
xk
xk
xk
s

s

s

s

each node x^ks in ARG G0k is determined as that which best matches node
s in G.
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5  5 cells, each of which covers half of its neighboring cells.
We use four orientation bins (from 0 to 180 degree) to compute the gradient histogram in each cell. Because the patch
is locally collected without significant illumination changes,
we normalize all of the cells within a single block. The sec3D
ond unary attribute is given by F s2 ¼ log l3D
s , where ls is the
spatial length of the line segment of node s. The first of the
3D
three pairwise attributes, F st
1 ¼ ust , denotes the spatial
angle between the line segments of nodes s and t in the 3D
space. For each edge ðs; tÞ, we define the centerline as the
line connecting the centers of the line segments of s and t.
We measure the centerline in a local 3D coordinate system,
independent of the global object rotation, as the relative
spatial translation between two nodes, denoted by cst . Based
on this, the second and third pairwise attributes, i.e.,
st
F st
2 ¼ kcst k and F 3 ¼ cst =kcst k, represent the length and
local orientation of the centerline, respectively. We set the
attribute weights as wP1 ¼ 0:2, wP2 ¼ 0:1, wQ
j¼1;2;3 ¼ 1, and set
P and Q as 0:4 and 0:2, respectively.

5.1.3 Technical Details
We set the maximum iteration number as M ¼ 10. We
apply different thresholds t to the mining processes in
order to mine the category model (i.e., the maximal-size
SAP) with different loose constraints. Larger values of t
indicate a fuzzier level of the maximal-size SAP, and lead
to larger SAPs.
For each setting of t, we perform a series of cross validations, as in [7], [36]. We pick each of the RGB-D images
from a category to start an individual mining process,
thus obtaining a set of maximal-size SAPs. To extract
each maximal-size SAP, the target object in the selected
image is labeled as the initial graph template. We then
randomly select 2=3 and 1=3 of the remaining images for
training and testing, respectively. We design different
evaluation metrics, which will be introduced in
Section 5.5.2. Based on these metrics, the proposed
method is evaluated using the average performance
among all the mined SAPs.
5.2

Experiment 2: Mining Edge-Based Models from
Cluttered RGB Images
This experiment is similar to Experiment 1. We use the
same dataset of Kinect RGB-D images, but consider only
the RGB channels in this experiment. We design a new type
of ARGs for object representation in the RGB images. We
test the model-mining performance under different values
of t. The performance is evaluated via cross validation as in
Experiment 1.
5.2.1 ARG-Based Category Models
The model uses edge segments as graph nodes, and we use
one unary attribute (nU ¼ 1) and three pairwise attributes
(nP ¼ 3) for the model. The notation is illustrated in Fig. 8.
The only unary attribute is the HoG feature collected at the
terminals of line segments, as for the first unary attribute
for RGB-D images. The first of the three pairwise attributes
between nodes s and t is the angle between their line
2D
segments, denoted by F st
1 ¼ ust . The second pairwise
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Fig. 9. Notation for the ARGs that take the SIFT feature points as graph
nodes.

attribute describes the angles between the centerline and
center center
the node line segments, denoted by F st
; ut
,
2 ¼ ½u s
center
is the angle between the line segment of s
where us
and the centerline. The third pairwise attribute represents
relative segment lengths, and is denoted by F st
3 ¼
1
2D 2D
2D
½l
;
l
,
where
l
and
l
are
the
lengths
of
the
center
s
t
s
lcenter
line segment of s and the centerline, respectively. The attribute weights are simply set to wP1 ¼ 0:2 and wQ
j¼1;2;3 ¼ 1. P
and Q are set to 0:4 and 0:2, respectively, as in the model
for RGB-D images. These settings are uniformly used for
the model mining of all categories.

5.3 Experiment 3: Mining General Models from Web
Images
5.3.1 Web Images
In this experiment, we focus on a more common case of
ubiquitous images, i.e., those collected from the internet by
search engines. We use 10 keywords—“bag,” “boot,”
“camera,” “coca cola,” “glasses,” “hamster,” “iphone,”
“panda,” “sailboat,” “spider”—to collect images for 10 categories. Each category contains 200 images.
5.3.2 ARG-Based Model for General Images
Generally speaking, the images collected from the internet
are fuzzier than those in our Kinect RGB-D images dataset [36], [39]. Therefore, we design a new type of ARGs for
image representation that take SIFT points, rather than edge
segments, as graph nodes. These SIFT-based ARGs are oriented to more general images, especially those that do not
contain clear edges. The SIFT points in the images are
detected using different scales. We connect each pair of
points in an image to construct an ARG. Two local features
(NP ¼ 2) and five pairwise attributes (NQ ¼ 5) are designed
to describe local features and the spatial relationship
between local parts in the images. The notation is illustrated
in Fig. 9. The two unary attributes are the 128-dimensional
descriptor and the orientation of the SIFT feature, denoted
by F s1 ¼ fs and F s2 ¼ os . The first of the three pairwise attributes, F st
1 ¼ u st , denotes the spatial angle between the SIFT
orientation of nodes s and t. For each edge ðs; tÞ, we use dst
and ost to represent its length and orientation. We directly
set the second pairwise attribute as F st
2 ¼ ost . The third pairT
¼
½angleðo
;
o
Þ;
angleðo
wise attribute, F st
st s
st ; ot Þ , is defined
3
as the angle between edge ðs; tÞ and each SIFT orientation
of nodes s and t. Let ss and st denote the SIFT scales of
nodes s and t. We set the fourth and fifth attributes as
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st
F st
4 ¼ log ðss =st Þ and F 5 ¼ ½log ðss =dst Þ; log ðst =dst Þ , respectively. The attribute weights are set to wP1 ¼ 3, wP2 ¼ 1,
Q
wQ
j¼1;2;4 ¼ 0:5, and wj¼3;5 ¼ 1. P and Q are set to 3 and 5,
respectively. These settings are uniformly used for the model
mining of all categories.

5.3.3 Technical Details
We set the maximum iteration number to M ¼ 20, and test
the mining performance with different threshold values of
t. Furthermore, considering the fuzzy cases of web images,
we cannot ensure that each image contains an object in the
target category. Therefore, not all the images can be used in
each model mining iteration, and we set two criteria to control the image quality. The first criterion is that, when we
match the model to the image, the ratio of model nodes
matched to  should be greater than 40 percent. The second
criterion states that, in each iteration, no more than 20 web
images should be used for model mining. Because we cannot ensure that all web images contain the target objects,
we simply select the 20 top-ranked images from those collected, i.e., the 20 images whose ARGs can match the current model (graph template) with the lowest energy. All of
these settings are uniformly applied to model mining for all
10 categories.
5.4

Experiment 4: Mining Deformable Object Models
from Videos
We collect three video sequences (containing a cheetah,
swimming girls, and a frog) from the internet, and use our
method to mine models for deformable objects from these
videos. We consider each video frame as an ARG, and the
deformable model as the mSAP among the ARGs. For each
video, we only label three nodes to construct an initial
graph template. The design of the ARGs is the same as
in Experiment 3. Matching parameters are initialized as
wPi¼1;2 ¼ wQ
j¼1;2;3 ¼ 1 and P ¼ Q ¼ þ1. We set t ¼ 1:5 and
apply the graph mining procedure for M ¼ 20 iterations. In
each iteration, we simultaneously mine the pattern and train
matching parameters.
5.5 Quantitative Analysis and Evaluations
5.5.1 Competing Methods
We compare the proposed method with nine approaches
from the fields of graph matching and graph mining,
although as mentioned previously, our graph-mining
method is orthogonal to the learning concepts in the competing methods. To enable a fair comparison, each
method considers the same scenario of “learning a graphical model (or target pattern) from a set of ARGs with a
single labeled graph template.” All the competing methods use the same initial graph templates and the same
training and testing ARGs to start each learning process
in a cross validation.
First, we focus on the approaches of “graph (or image)
matching” and “unsupervised learning for graph (or image)
matching.” We take graph/image matching methods without training as the baseline. Actually, there are two typical
paradigms for graph (image) matching, i.e., the minimization of matching energy and the maximization of matching
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compatibility. Matching
P compatibility is usually formulated
as arg maxx CðxÞ ¼ s;t ePs ðxs ÞPt ðxt ÞQst ðxs ;xt Þ , where Ps ðÞ
and Qst ð; Þ are defined using absolute differences. Thus,
we design three competing methods, i.e., MA, MS, and MT,
which represent the two image matching paradigms. MA
uses TRW-S [38] to minimize the matching energy in (1) for
image matching, while MS and MT maximize the overall
matching compatibility. The compatibility of matching
objects was proposed by [42], and MS and MT use spectral
techniques [42] and TRW-S [38], respectively, to solve the
matching optimization arg maxx CðxÞ.
Then, let us consider the unsupervised approaches for
learning graph matching. They mainly train matching
parameters to improve the model’s matching accuracy,
do not require matching assignments to be labeled, and
do not involve the learning of graphical structures. As the
benchmark unsupervised method for learning graph
matching, we use the method proposed by Leordeanu
and Hebert [5]. This iteratively trains the attribute
weights for matching, i.e., wPi and wQ
j in the matching
penalties Ps ðxs Þ and Qst ðxs ; xt Þ. Thus, based on [5], the
two competing approaches of LS and LT are obtained by
applying [42] and [38] for matching optimization, respectively. Note that the original version of [5] applies a uniform initialization for wPi and wQ
j , but can suffer from
biased learning (which we discuss later). To enable a fair
comparison and ease the problem of bias, LS and LT are
further modified to have the same weight initialization as
our method8, denoted by LS-O and LT-O. Finally, we use
the part of our method that iteratively estimates model
attributes, according to Definitions 2a, 2b, as another
baseline, denoted as SM.
Finally, we compare our method with graph-mining
approaches. To enable a fair comparison, the competing
methods must be oriented to the graph domain of ARGs,
but should not employ certain techniques, such as using the
similarities between unary attributes to pre-determine a set
of matching assignment candidates. Thus, we compare our
approach to structural refinement [7], denoted by SR. This
method is on the boundary between graph mining and
learning graph matching, as it only trains matching parameters and attributes, and deletes “bad” nodes to refine the
model’s structure, rather than mining new nodes from
ARGs. From this perspective, the mining of a maximal-size
SAP proposed in this study is more close to the spirit of
graph mining. Note that our method can mine iSAPs with
different graph sizes by setting different threshold values t.
Therefore, given an iSAP that is mined with a certain value
of t, to enable a fair comparison, SR must modify the initial
graph template to a model containing the same number of
nodes as this iSAP.

5.5.2 Evaluation Metrics & Results
Fig. 11 illustrates the object detection performance of the
models mined in Experiments 1, 3, and 4.
Pattern growth: Generally speaking, we can use the
change in graph size to illustrate the performance of our
8. As a tradeoff, we apply a raw setting for the weights of just one or
two attributes to ease the bias learning problem.
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Fig. 10. Rate of change in size of the SAPs mined with different thresholds (t) (left) and the rate of node insertion (solid curves) and elimination
(dotted curves) in different iterations (right).

method for different values of t. Fig. 10 shows the growth of
the SAP with an increase in the threshold t in Experiment 1.
Average matching rate: We use the average matching rate
(AMR) to evaluate the matching performance. AMR is
widely used in the evaluation of learning graph matching [4], [5], [7]. The AMR is measured across all matching
results produced by the extracted maximal SAP in the cross
validation. Table 2 lists the quantitative results for comparison, where the threshold t is set to 0:25 for the learning of
all categories for both the RGB and RGB-D images. With the
exception of SR, the competing methods do not have the
ability to refine the topological structure of the graph template. Thus, they are sensitive to the bias in the initial graph
template, including biased attributes, occluded nodes, and
redundant nodes. The biased graph template may produce
a biased matching, and this, in turn, increases the learning
bias, thus propagating into a significant bias. In contrast,
our method modifies the biased structure in early iterations
to reduce the prevalence of biased matching in further
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iterations. Besides the elimination of “bad” parts, as in SR,
our approach also discovers missing parts, thereby exhibiting better performance.
Selection rate & error rate: Our method mines the pattern
of common subgraphs in ARGs as the category model.
Obviously, as shown in Fig. 11, the subgraph pattern cannot
cover all the feature points extracted from the objects.
Some feature points on the target object represent objectspecific textures, rather than the common category pattern.
We call these redundant feature points. Our method automatically identifies redundant feature points, and only
selects points from common object parts to form the category model during the graph-mining process. However,
there is no convincing way to label the ground truth of
whether a feature point is redundant. Therefore, the goal of
category modeling from big data is to mine a maximal number of feature points from target objects and a minimal number of feature points from the background.
Consequently, in this paper, we propose the selection
rate and error rate of the mined model as metrics for evaluating the relative pattern size of the model and the errors in
model mining, respectively. When we match a model to an
ARG (i.e., an image), the selection rate of the model is
defined as the proportion of feature points on the target
object that are selected to construct the model, i.e.,
T
kV M V O k=kV O k, where V O and V M denote the subset of
nodes on the target object in the ARG and the subset of
nodes that are matched by the model, respectively. The
error rate is defined as the proportion of nodes matched by
the model that are located on the background, i.e.,
kV M n V O k=kV M k.

Fig. 11. Object detection performance on the maximal SAPs trained from RGB-D images in Experiment 1 (upper left), web images in Experiment 3
(right; t is set to 2:5), and videos in Experiment 4 (lower left; t is set to 3:0). Results for the “iphone” and “coca cola” categories are not shown due to
the copyright problem.
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TABLE 2
Comparison of Average Matching Rates
From RGB images

From RGB-D images

Category
Method

NP

DB

BA

BU

SP

DU

MA [38]
MS [42]
MT [38]
LS [5], [42]
LS-O [5], [42]
LT [5], [38]
LT-O [5], [38]
SR [7]
SM
Ours

44.30
55.11
56.05
46.40
53.62
48.83
56.57
60.31
72.02
72.91

69.93
40.31
56.15
49.46
69.52
51.24
73.01
79.38
85.90
96.18

45.44
45.56
55.28
50.25
55.21
50.97
57.35
79.59
72.16
91.49

68.71
56.39
58.02
54.74
70.74
56.39
73.66
85.92
83.56
91.18

66.88
41.02
none
none
71.31
none
72.84
91.76
79.87
94.45

58.43
50.70
none
none
73.24
none
80.15
93.43
83.91
99.01

BI
58.94
75.55
none
none
81.44
none
82.60
84.15
71.75
88.99

NP

DB

BA

BU

SP

DU

69.00
63.17
62.02
57.40
64.63
61.94
69.04
72.23
89.05
99.06

75.25
44.98
59.11
55.66
74.18
57.91
75.09
85.84
85.97
98.74

57.97
52.46
60.88
56.99
60.75
59.59
65.37
88.65
75.61
98.57

75.33
67.98
61.13
59.15
77.99
60.51
80.44
86.91
84.95
96.76

72.65
69.04
none
none
76.48
none
77.31
84.69
90.85
93.62

83.96
49.74
none
none
84.53
none
85.47
95.47
95.31
96.65

BI
77.78
90.63
none
none
87.61
none
89.33
91.05
94.82
97.69

NP, DB, BA, BU, SP, DU, and BI indicate the notebook PC, drink box, basket, bucket, sprayer, dustpan, and bicycle categories.

In Experiment 3, we set different values of t to mine category models with different graph sizes. Fig. 12 illustrates
the change in selection rate and error rate for different values of t. As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, we cannot ensure
that all web images contain objects with the model’s pattern.9 We simply select the 20, 40, 60, and 80 top-ranked
images to compute the average selection rate and error rate
of a model. The histograms in Fig. 12 show the average performance for all the mined models in the 10 categories.
Considering the existence of redundant feature points,
the average selection rate rarely reaches 100 percent. Therefore, the objective is to mine a category model with a certain
average selection rate and a low average error rate. In
Fig. 12, a larger value of t corresponds to a higher selection
rate. However, the relationship between the value of t and
the error rate is not significant, although in general, larger
values of t lead to larger error rates. In addition, setting a
large number of web images (e.g. the 80 top-ranked images)
for evaluation usually leads to a high error rate. When the
number of images is large, we cannot ensure their quality
during the testing stage.
Training of matching parameters: We further combine the
training of matching parameters into the iterative flowchart
of graph mining, and apply this technique to the categories
of the notebook PC (in Experiment 1), panda (in Experiment
3), cheetah, swimming girls, and frog (in Experiment 4). The
matching parameters are incrementally modified at the end
of each iteration. Fig. 13 visualizes the attribute weights that
are estimated for the static object in Experiment 3 and the
deformable animal in Experiment 4. For each pair of nodes
ðs; tÞ, the unary SIFT features (F s1 and F t1 ) and the third
pairwise feature (F st
3 that measures the angle between the
centerline and each of the nodes s and t) have more impacts
on graph matching. Compared to the SAP of a dynamic
frog, the SAP of the static panda head has higher weights
for deformation-sensitive attributes, i.e., F s2 and F st
j¼1;2;3;5 .
Then, we focus on the quantitative evaluation of the
parameter training module. When we match a model
(pattern) to a set of positive ARGs (the ARGs containing

the target pattern) and a set of negative ARGs (those representing the background), the ratio of the average energy
of the positive matches to that of the negative matches
can be regarded as a metric to evaluate the distinguishing
capacity of the model. This metric is just like the
“eigengap” for evaluating the spectral graph matching in
[5]. In Experiments 1 and 4, we produce different sets of
models with different sizes by applying different values
of t via a series of cross validations. Thus, Figs. 14a and
14b shows how the average energy ratio changes with the
average model size among different sets of models. The
method of Ours+UniformWeight uniformly sets the attribute weights to 1, while the Ours+LearnWeight method
automatically learns the attribute weights. Both Ours
+UniformWeight and Ours+LearnWeight train P and Q to
enable a fair comparison. Ours+LearnWeight exhibits superior performance to the other competing methods.
Figs. 14c and 14d illustrates the mining performance
using different values of t. Considering that the mining
process may drift if the pattern is modified to contain too
few or too many nodes, the comparison of the models
with the same sizes in Figs. 14a and 14b is more reasonable than that in Figs. 14c and 14d.
Computation time: Fig. 15 shows the average time
required to mine each category model in Experiment 3. The
algorithm is implemented in Matlab, and we compute the
time cost using eight hyper threads on an Intel Xeon CPU
X5560 @2.80 GHz. Large values of t usually lead to large
graph sizes in the mined models, and require additional
computation time. Then, we analyze the computational cost
of different competing methods. Actually, the main computational cost of these methods is in the energy minimization
of the QAPs during the matching/mining processes. Let V 0

9. This is similar to the idea that people use different deformable
part models to represent different object sub-patterns (e.g. shape patterns from different viewpoints) within a whole category.

Fig. 12. Selection rate and error rate. We selected the top 20, 40, 60, and
80 object samples for each model to calculate the selection rate and
error rate.
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Fig. 13. Initial graph templates and final models that are mined from videos. We also compare the weights for the static pattern of the panda head
mined from web images and the dynamic frog pattern mined from videos.

denote the node set of the initial graph template and Vk
denote the node set of the kth ARG G0k . First, MA, MS, and
MT directly match the graph template to ARGs without
learning. Thus, their computation cost for learning is zero.
Second, the LS,LS-O,LT,LT-O, and SM methods modify the
graph template in M iterations, but do not change the graph
size of the model. In each iteration, they match the graph
template to all the ARGs. The matches to G0k can be computed as a QAP that assigns each of the kV 0 k fully connected nodes in the template to one of the kVk k labels10 as
its matching assignment. We denote this computational cost
as cðkV 0 k; kVk kÞ. Note that there are various graph matching
optimization techniques that can solve this QAP, and each
of them has a different accuracy and cðkV 0 k; kVk kÞ (please
see [43] for a comparison between them). Therefore, their
computation cost for model learning can be summarized as
P
0
M N
k¼1 cðkV k; kVk kÞ. Third, for the proposed method, let
1
2
M
V ; V ; . . . ; V denote the node sets of the model after
1; 2; . . . ; M iterations. Thus, the computational cost of
PM1 PN
m
graph mining is
m¼0
k¼1 cðkV k; kVk kÞ. Moreover, in
each iteration, we propose a candidate for the new
node, which is a QAP that assigns each of the N fully connected ARGs to one of ½maxk kVk k  kV m k labels with
computational cost cðN; maxk kVk k  kV m kÞ. Therefore,
P
m
the overall computation is M1
m¼0 ½cðN; maxk kVk k  kV kÞþ
PN
m
k¼1 cðkV k; kVk kÞ. Finally, considering that SR cannot
add new nodes to the model, we assume that the size of the
model is minfkV 1 k; V 0 g; . . . ; minfkV M k; V 0 g after 1; . . . ; M
PN
P
m
iterations. Hence, its time cost is M1
m¼0
k¼1 cðminfkV k;
kV 0 kg; kVk kÞ. In summary, image matching methods, i.e.,
MA, MS, and MT, spend no computation on model learning. If we ignore the computation of node discovery, the
computational cost of the proposed method is comparable
to that of the other competing methods. In particular, if we
delete more redundant nodes and add fewer new nodes
during the mining process (by setting a small value of t),
the graph matching cost would approximately be that of SR
and be less than those of LS,LS-O,LT,LT-O and SM.

6

controls the fuzziness of the maximal SAP, it should be
set corresponding to the maximal graph (object) deformability in the ARGs. In real applications, we can apply the
following method to determine the value of t. We can
first extract a number of SAPs with different values of t,
and then select the SAP with the minimum ratio of
matching energies between positive and negative ARGs
(see Figs. 14c and 14d).
The maximum iteration number M can be empirically set
to a large number that is far greater than the operation times
of node insertion and node elimination. Given t, the target
model can finally converge to a pattern with a certain size
and attributes. The value of M has little effect on the mining
performance, as long as M is sufficiently large. Instead of
directly setting M, we can use a stopping criteria for
the mining procedure, i.e., the pattern size does changes
in the latest three iterations, which would yield the
same performance.
In terms of graph mining, this study can also be understood as the mining of maximal-size subgraph patterns. We
proposed the SAP as the subgraph pattern of fuzzy ARGs,
and demonstrated a plausible method of mining the maximal-size subgraph pattern in the challenging domain of
ARGs. We provided an approximate solution for maximal
SAP extraction that does not require node enumeration.
Another difference between conventional graph mining
methods and our approach lies in the need for a graph template. This is because the matching between ARGs is

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we redefined the unsupervised learning of
graph matching to model the discovery of missing parts,
and thus idealize the spirit of structural learning. The
proposed method corrects errors in the topological structure of the initial graph template. As the threshold t
10. We ignore matching choices of .

Fig. 14. Ratio of the energies of positive matches to those of negative
matches. (a,b) We apply different parameters that control the final pattern size to the competing methods to enable a fair comparison. (c,d)
The ratio changes along with t.
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Fig. 15. Average graph-mining time.

formulated as a QAP, meaning that this graph matching can
only be reliably achieved when an approximate area of
interest has been provided for the subgraph pattern.
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